WOLF TRUBLUE

10W

The New Wavelength

3kg

Flexible

Portable

0dB

Silent

Best coagulation for bloodless surgery
Non contact cutting • Low necrosis zone
Minimal bending radius to target any treatment area

Combining the Benefits of KTP and CO2, Wolf TruBlue is capable
of performing contactless surgery using less power while
coagulating at peak haemoglobin absorption - credited to the
neoteric wavelength (445nm) in laser technology. Ultra portable
and silent, TruBlue has a place in the operating theatre as well as
the office.

C-LAS CO2 LASER

NUVOLAS GREEN
The New Wavelength

Absolute best in its class for minimal necrosis zone, TruBlue
produces heavyweight results packing a punch in the ENT arena.
Coupled with advances in fiber optics suited for endoscopic use,
access is granted where no hand or scalpel has gone before.

Articulated Arm or Waveguide Fiber

8W

Ideal Haemostasis & Vaporization

Highly absorbed by water

Precise superficial coagulation

Lowest thermal damage

Highly absorbed in melanin and haemoglobin

Store customised treatment parameters

Limiting the depth of penetration for optimum control while providing
excellent haemostasis, vaporisation and cutting power The Green
514 nm (ARGON) system is ideal for a wide range of soft tissue
clinical applications offering reliable performance and precision.
Guaranteed more power than needed to run the most diverse
treatments delivering precise coagulation leaving surrounding
tissue unaffected.
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30W

The uniform case consistent with Nuvolas and scanning system
Weasel simplifies connectivity for ultrafast dual and hybrid system
formation. Offering a unique platform for a truly modular system,
C-Las gives way for the opportunity to integrate and unite various
lasers into one system. Versatile by all means, C-Las exceeds the
confines of ENT and justly recognised as gold standard for ablation
in the medical and cosmetics industry.
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+ 44 (0) 1707 663 200

Delivering excellence for over 20 years and a reputable figure across a legion of esteemed medical organisations nationwide.
Neomed UK is a technology company specialising in development, supply and service of laser systems. Spanning the decades to
the earliest days of lasers in medicine, Neomed UK was present at the birth of this concept and instrumental in pioneering laser
technology from its primary stages.
Providing leading laser devices and systems covering a range of applications in ENT, Dermatology, Gynaecology and general
surgery, Neomed UK also offer training, service and surgical accessories to ensure our clientele a safe and efficient practice.

LASER SERVICE

For Peace of Mind

Ensuring your laser works to full capability
is crucial to completing a successful
surgery. Regular maintenance by
experienced engineers to ensure your
laser performs with excellence during its
lifetime while meeting Health & Safety
regulation.
Routine service and maintenance
provides you the confidence your system
will remain reliable and with a range of
options offered by us, you can be sure to
receive the right plan for your equipment.

LASER HIRE & RENTAL

LASER TRAINING COURSES

Providing for Your Surgery

Ensuring Optimum Results for your Practice

Single cases made easy with a selection
of lasers including KTP, Diode and CO2.

We are proud sponsors and supporting
agents to the most prestige ENT surgeons
in the UK that facilitate focused training
courses and are trusted by leading
practitioners to deliver nothing less than
excellence to your faculty and delegates.

Covering the entire UK, arranging a hire
suiting your surgery needs couldn’t be
simpler with full support from experienced
technicians to address all queries you
may have. All hires include delivery and
installation by a qualified support operator
who’ll be present throughout.

Get in touch to arrange a training course
in laser skills and techniques with full
support in promotion and advertising
dedicated to securing a successful event.

ACCESSORISE YOUR SURGERY

LASER FIBERS
Practical fiber optics for all surgery
available with SMA connectors or
unique A.R.C plugs in a variety of
calibers.

SURGICAL PROBES
ENT probes to suit your surgical
needs in an assortment of lengths,
curvatures and integrations.
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COMPONENTS
Complete your system with a choice
of micromanipulators, smoke
evacuators and scanning units for
total effeicency.
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LASER EYE SAFETY
Protect your patients and colleagues
from harmful light rays with eye safety
filters and goggles covering the
entire spectrum.

